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MAIN IDEA
Many companies face what seems like a daunting
paradox: Should you focus on making this quarter's
numbers or prioritize longer-term strategies? The
majority of corporate managers choose the first
option, and hope for the best, but that approach
brings its own set of problems.
T he r eality is s hort-term and long-term
performance are not mutually exclusive. You can
and must pursue both at the same time for your
organization to excel. Short-term and long-term
goals are more intertwined that you might assume
at first glance.
When you take the right steps to improve
operations now, you can use short-term results to
validate you're on the right long-term path. To pull
this off, you have to follow three guiding principles:
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Get real about your business
and accounting practices

2

Invest in the future,
but not excessively

3

Grow your business, but
keep your fixed costs constant

"If our experience proves anything, it’s that you
don’t have to be a genius to achieve remarkable
short- and long-term performance (we certainly
weren’t). You also don’t need to have some magic
formula. What you do have to do is believe you can
achieve two seemingly conflicting things at the
same time—short-term performance and
investment in the future. And then, on a daily
operational level, you have to dedicate yourself to
actually doing it, pushing yourself and others on
your team and organization to go beyond what they
think is possible, every small step of the way.
Leadership matters—it really does. And the trick,
as I like to say, is in the doing."
– David Cote
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Banish intellectual laziness

6

Get leaders - but not too many

2

Plan for today & tomorrow
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Go big on growth

3

Resolve serious threats
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Keep upgrading your portfolio

4

Focus on your processes
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Take control of downturns

5

Build high performance culture

10

Manage leadership transitions

Principle #1 – Get real about your business and accounting practices . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 2 - 4
To achieve strong short-term and long-term results at the same time, you first have to
learn to think about your business in a more rigorous and demanding way. You learn how
to do two conflicting things at the same time by injecting honesty and transparency into
your financial controls. To have real conversations about your future, you have to address
the elephants in the room, look squarely at how you can improve your processes, and end
any cultural wars which are holding you back.

Principle #2 – Invest in the future, but not excessively . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 4 - 6
To grow, you're going to need to attract and retain great leaders – but not too many. You
can then make investment decisions which will ensure your future growth and expansion.
The best way to fund these is by keeping your fixed costs constant while you grow your
company. That will dramatically improve your ability to perform over the short- and
long-term. Go big on growth.

Principle #3 – Grow your business, but keep your fixed costs constant . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 6 - 8
It's vital that you retain both a short-term and a long-term approach in the challenging
times which will inevitably arise in the years ahead. If you can think differently, and keep
investing for the future, you can achieve explosive performance once things get back to
normal. Your aim should be to help your team and your organization outperform over all
time horizons.
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